quick start guide
getting started
Charging your unit
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Charge the unit completely after purchase using the supplied USB cable.
Plug into power while off and do not power on unit when plugged in.
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The indicator light will be solid red while charging and will turn blue when
the unit is fully charged.
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basic functions
power

To power on, press the power button (the logo) until the indicator light turns
on, about 3 seconds. To power off, hold the power button until the light turns
off, about 5 seconds.
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volume

Incremental taps of up and down buttons will increase and decrease volume.

ensure speakers are fully plugged in
Speaker wire should be completely inserted until three ribs are hidden.
This will create a watertight connection.

BLUETOOTH PAIRING & FUNCTIONS

GPS
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With the unit powered on, press and hold the up and down buttons
simultaneously for two seconds until the indicator light blinks blue
and red.
Navigate to Bluetooth settings on the device being paired. Ensure
that the device has Bluetooth activated. The UCLEAR should now
appear in the list of available devices. Click on the model name
to complete the pairing. Once successful, phone calls and media,
such as music, will stream directly to the UCLEAR unit.

phone functions

to answer incoming call

to reject or end a call

redial last number

Say “hello” or press the
power button once

Hold power button
for two seconds

Hold power and up
buttons for two seconds

activate siri / google voice
for voice commands

Hold power and down
buttons for two seconds

music playback functions

play music

stop/pause music

backtrack

skip track

Press the power
button twice

Press the power
button once

Press the down
button twice

Press the up
button twice
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quick start guide
pairing units for intercom
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Begin with all units powered off. On unit one,
press and hold the power and down buttons for
about 3 seconds until the indicator light comes on.
It will start flashing purple.

On the second unit, press power and up for about
3 seconds until the indicator light comes on. Give
it several seconds to finish a light sequence.
Then the first unit will double flash blue while the
second unit will flash purple.

if pairing only 2 units, proceed to step 4. If pairing additional units in
this group, proceed to step 3.
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Repeat step two on the next unit. As soon as
unit two is double flashing blue and unit three
is flashing purple, you can proceed to unit four.
Repeat until every unit is in the chain.

Press the power button once (single tap) on the
last unit in the string to complete the pairing
process. All units will now double flash blue.

To save the pairing group to each device’s memory,
power off all units by holding the power button
until light turns off.

using intercom mode
activating intercom
With all units powered on, press and hold the up button on any one of the units
for about 3 seconds to activate intercom. That user will hear a tone through
the speakers at which point they can release the button. After a few seconds of
“searching” for paired units, intercom will activate for all users in the group.
NOTE: If a previously-paired unit was off or not present when intercom was activated, they can join the group by pressing the up
button on their unit for 5 seconds or until the beep is heard. They will now be added to the existing group’s conversation.

exiting intercom mode
Pressing the down button on any one unit for about two seconds (until
the tone sounds) will deactivate intercom for the entire group.
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